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1. Assignment comments
 The thesis is based on a topic proposed by company and is focused on utilizing the latest SAP technology in the

design of the front-end part of a web application for bank payments approval on the SAP S/4HANA platform. In my
opinion, the assignment was completed in full. The same was confirmed by the consultant in the company.

2. Literature usage
 Peter used not only the literature mentioned in the assignment, but found a number of other useful resources

himself.
3. Assignment activity, consultation, communication
 He worked on his master's thesis purposefully and systematically. We consulted continuously. During the

consultations he showed very good orientation in solved problems. I appreciate his activity during his work on his
thesis. The evaluation by the consultant in the company is similar.

4. Assignment finalisation
 He finished the work in advance. Both the content and the final form of his master's thesis have been consulted.

Most of my remarks and recommendations have been taken into account in the final version of the thesis.
5. Publications, awards
 There is no official publication. His front-end is the part of the "Approve Bank Payments" application developed by

a larger team.
6. Total assessment very good (B)
 I appreciate Petr's activity and independence, his ability to study new issues in a short time and to apply them in

the development of the application. In my opinion, he showed his engineering skills. Therefore, I propose the
evaluation of his master's thesis with the grade "very good (B)".

 

In Brno 7. June 2018
.................................
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